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<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

LtJG. Tharrn
::sedated in Sickbay::

Cmdr. Richter III
::lying on OL floor, unconscious::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::in sickbay office::

CPO Andrews
:::in 10 Forward quelling a fight :::

Capt. Brinn
::follows Varek through opened door into Obs Lounge::

Lt. Peters
::On battle bridge in command chair::

Ens. Pang
::sedated ... in sickbay ... but almost awake::

LtJG. Quchant
::thumps OPS console for third time in as many minutes::

Lt. Lenor
::glaring at CO...... follows them in::

Capt. Brinn
::sees Lamar dead, and spots Richter::

LtJG. Quchant
::trying to keep control::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets up from desk to check on patients::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Don't you hit the ship LtJG.  We have to repair the damage

Ens. Pang
::head spinning ... feels definitely ropy::

Capt. Brinn
::turns so she can keep eye on Lenor, and scans Richter::

Lt. Lenor
::thinks Richter must have really enjoyed himself::

CPO Andrews
# Doc: got a few for you to patch up

Ens. Pang
::groans quietly::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: The resistance of this panel has been tested to high standards by so called engineers....

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Check out the alien.

Lt. Peters
::Tries to fight off the murderous feelings::

Cmdr. Richter III
::graons::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Andrews: send them to sickbay anyway you can.

Lt. Lenor
::goes over to Lamar::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Just do as your told Lt.

Lt. Lenor
CO: Lamar is dead

CPO Andrews
#Doc: Right 

Cmdr. Richter III
::opens eyes and sees CO::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Yes sir....

Capt. Brinn
#Peters:  I have Richter unconscious here.  Please have him beamed to Sickbay.  Also a dead Viran.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to Pang:: Pang: how are you feeling?

Ens. Pang
::is aware of someone talking::

Lt. Peters
#Captain.  Yes captain.

Capt. Brinn
::stands and looks at Varek and Lenor::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Please beam Richter and our guest to sickbay.

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Richter..... grins::

Capt. Brinn
Lts:  What is going on here?

Lt. Varek
::steps over to Captain's side::

Ens. Pang
Doctor:: What happened ... my head hurts?

Cmdr. Richter III
::sees CO talking into Comm about beam out to SB:: YOU, NOOO

CPO Andrews
:::Hauls a few people by the back of their pants severly diruptin their personnal life :::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir...::energizes:: {transporter}

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: You have been affected by some sort of virus, I'm still waiting to hear from SF medical.

Capt. Brinn
::watches as Richter and the body beam out::

Cmdr. Richter III
::now in SB::

Ens. Pang
::looks at Tharrn:: Did I imagine he pulled a phaser on you?

Ens. Pang
::sees Richter materialise in SB::

Cmdr. Richter III
::Tries to get up from floor::

Lt. Varek
CO: It would appear the away team has been affected in some mind-altering way, sir

CPO Andrews
::::gets miscreants on Turbo lift ::::

LtJG. Tharrn
::slumbers::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  It appears there was quite some battle here.  

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::turns and see's Richter appear in SB::

Lt. Varek
CO: I recommend they all be confined to medical quarters until this can be sorted out

Cmdr. Richter III
::sees Praxton:: Praxton: I want out of here, NOW

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Varek:: I  don't feel that I am affected

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  I'd suggest you report to Sickbay ASAP.  All the others from the AT have been affected.

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: What is happening to us....all I want to do is strike out..

CPO Andrews
:::Hauls Personnel into sickbay ::::

Ens. Pang
Richter:  Are you ok Sir ....::tries to get off bed::

Lt. Peters
::Just why am I feeling like this.  I kind of like it::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::screams at team:: get these people on the biobeds

Capt. Brinn
Lenor: Report to Sickbay immediately; that's an order.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at Richter:: settle down, commander, let's check yuo out first

Cmdr. Richter III
::sees Pang:: Pang: Back off from me or I'll kill you

Lt. Lenor
CO: YES SIR..... ::glares at CO::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  I'm an engineer damn it not a doctor.

Capt. Brinn
::looks coldly back at Lenor::

Cmdr. Richter III
Praxton: Leave me alone

Ens. Pang
::decides to get back on bed ... cowardice rules::

Capt. Brinn
::waits for her to move out::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
*Security* Report to sickbay immediately

Cmdr. Richter III
::behaving irrationally and violent::

Lt. Lenor
::walks out of OL....::

CPO Andrews
Doctor: here they are they were trying to have been trying to have a go at each other with Glass bottles , Doc

Lt. Varek
*security*: Lt. Varek to security. I want security presence at all times in medical. Escorts for all medical personnel in contact with  Commander Richter, Ensign Pang and Counselor Tharrn

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: That's as maybe....what does the doc thinks it happening

Lt. Peters
::Stands and starts to pace the bridge::

Ens. Pang
::wishes she had her phaser ... Richter looks dangerous::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets two hefty guys to help with Richter::

Cmdr. Richter III
::whinces as pain from broken ribs and ankle hurt::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Excellent.  Let's get back to the bridge and try to decipher what is going on.

Lt. Varek
CO: aye, sir

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  I'm not sure.  I think the latest thinking is a virus.

Capt. Brinn
#Bridge:  Varek and I are on our way back.

Lt. Lenor
::gets in TL..... Computer: SB::

Cmdr. Richter III
::as pain hurts, the feeling of hate subsides, momentarily::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
<team> I want Richter sedated and in a restraining field NOW

Ens. Pang
::watches lots of people arrive::

CPO Andrews
:::helps with Richter none too gently :::

Lt. Lenor
::no belay that.... bridge::

Lt. Varek
*security*: please locate Lt. Lenor and escort her to sickbay as well.

Capt. Brinn
::exits Obs Lounge, headed back to battle bridge::

Cmdr. Richter III
::struggles but pain from injurioes hurt too much::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: It must have something to do with that thing in the quarentine field

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks I should have stayed in bed today::

CPO Andrews
Doc : it looks like you have need of me here today ::smiles::

Ens. Pang
::no longer feels angry ... just very puzzled about Tharrn and Richter::

Lt. Varek
::follows the CO quietly, studying her mood and behaviour::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
<team> ::helps Richter onto biobed and restrains him::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  I thought the captain ordered that it remained in orbit.

Capt. Brinn
::as she walks quickly:: Varek:  What do you think caused this? An infection of some sort?

Capt. Brinn
::enters TL and waits for Varek to follow::

Cmdr. Richter III
::restrained on bio-bed::

Lt. Lenor
::forgets that Bridge controls has been moved to Battle bridge:: 

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::scans Richter for injuries::

Lt. Varek
::follows his captain::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Maybe it is still affecting us

Cmdr. Richter III
::watches Praxton, smiling::

Capt. Brinn
TL:  Battle Bridge.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::tells Dr. Grey to fix his injuries::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Confirm the container is still in orbit.

CPO Andrews
:::thinks about needin to make a few if he causes any trouble ::

Cmdr. Richter III
Praxton: Hello, I have some information

LtJG. Quchant
::scans:: Yes sir....but I am getting some strange readings

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at Richter::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  So far, we've only seen dementia from the AT members, but there is no telling how widespread this is.

Lt. Lenor
::to self.:: dang it... ::still in TL::  Computer: Eng...

Ens. Pang
::hopes all this is not somehow Pang's fault::

Lt. Varek
::watches the doors close and wonders how this Captain will respond if matters become worse::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Commander: what information do you have?

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  What kind of readings.

Capt. Brinn
When we arrive at the bridge, we should be prepared for anything.

Cmdr. Richter III
Praxton: the pain from my ribs and ankle helped to sunside this feeling of, er, hate

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Come on man, what is it?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks....::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Some sort of strange feedback...something emanating from it

Lt. Peters
::Feelings intesifying::

Cmdr. Richter III
<sunside = subside>

CPO Andrews
:::Disappointed :::

Lt. Varek
CO: Until we can confirm otherwise, it would be wise to quarantine the medical decks and any crew who have come in contact with the AT, including you Sir

Ens. Pang
Praxton:: Doctor ... pain helped my control too ....

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Are we in any danger.

Capt. Brinn
#Doctor:  Are things under control in Sickbay?  Sorry for the sudden influx of patients.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Richter: That might be helpful, I'll have to look that up

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Varek:: Including me?  And including you?

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: I am not sure now...but I do think is is connected with what is affecting us

Lt. Peters
::Walks directly behind Quchant really wanting to hurt him::

Lt. Lenor
::exits TL.... enters Eng.::

Ens. Pang
::remembers bitten lip and large bruise aching on side of head from hitting the SB floor::

Cmdr. Richter III
::hears Doctors response and rests head on bed and closes eyes::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#Captain: I think we have most of the problem cases under control right now

CPO Andrews
:::thinks the cure is pain ...good  ...I'll get to help some of these with the cure :::

Lt. Varek
CO: Yes, sir. That would be logical

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  I feel perfectly fine, normal.  Your suggestion is noted.

LtJG. Quchant
::stays in control of feelings due to lessons from Vulcan female bunk mate::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  However, I prefer to investigate the situation myself.

Lt. Varek
CO: There was never any warning from the AT that they felt abnormal, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::tells med teams to watch all patients closely::

LtJG. Quchant
::from academy days::

Lt. Peters
::Puts hand on Quchant's shoulder::Quchant:  Do you like pain?

Lt. Varek
CO: Of course, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks to office::

CPO Andrews
:::Watches everyone closely :::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Noted. 

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::downloads information from SF medical::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Sir, I beliebe you are being affected by this virus....

Capt. Brinn
::arrives on TL at battle bridge, doors open, and she exits::

Ens. Pang
::watches CPO Andrews ... he looks a bit dangerous::

Cmdr. Richter III
::dreams of.... blackness::

Lt. Varek
::steps out behind Captain::

Lt. Lenor
::walks through Eng..... acting like she belongs there::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Nonsense, I've always felt like this

LtJG. Quchant
::looks at CO::

Lt. Peters
::Puts other hand on Quchant's other shoulder::

Capt. Brinn
::glances around, see things look under control, though Peters seems a little edgy::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::finds a similar virus in data banks::

Lt. Varek
<security> ::steps into engineering looks about and spots Lt. Lenor. Heads in her direction::

Cmdr. Richter III
::dreams become a nightmare::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, I believe Peters has been effected

Capt. Brinn
::nudges Varek:: Be ready, it looks like it might have reached here.

Lt. Peters
::Notices Captain and removes hands from Quchants shoulders::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::tells medteams to get this :points:: cure started immediately::

Lt. Varek
::heads for the tactical station::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: I am trying to hold control my self but it is difficult

Lt. Peters
Captain:  Nothing unusual to report

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  I'll take the bridge now.  Status update?

CPO Andrews
:::::looks at Ens Pang ..she sorta reminds him of someone ...long ago :::

Lt. Lenor
::sees security:: Security what can I do for you?

Cmdr. Richter III
::thrashing about on bio-bed, having nightmare::

Capt. Brinn
Mr. Quchant:  Are these abnormal feelings?

Lt. Varek
<security> Lenor: Sir, would you please accompany us

Lt. Peters
Captain:  The container would appear to be connected to what is happening with the AT.

Ens. Pang
::stays very quiet ... head still aching, lip still hurting ...::

Lt. Lenor
Security: May I ask why?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks back to sickbay proper::ALL: remain calm, we should have a cure for the T'Para Syndrom any moment.

Lt. Varek
<security> ::motions indicating that Lenor should head for the TL::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  I'd suggest you report to Sickbay for a checkout.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes, sir....and it is not just myself that is effected..::looks at Peters::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to medlab::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir..

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  You heared the captain.

LtJG. Quchant
::gets up and goes to TL::

Lt. Lenor
::pulls phaser and starts shooting::

Lt. Varek
<security> Lenor: We have orders to escort you to sickbay, sir

Ens. Pang
::hopes the Doctor finds out what is wrong::

Capt. Brinn
::considers::  Peters:  What is going on here?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::returns to sickbay with cure:: Pang: you were the first affected, let's try this on you first.

CPO Andrews
:::Wonder if curte is based on adrenelin ? :::

LtJG. Quchant
::gets in TL:: Sickbay.. {deck}

Lt. Varek
::sees alerts that phasers have been fired in Engineering::

Lt. Lenor
Security: You are not taking me any where!!!!!

Lt. Peters
Captain:  I don't know what you mean captain::playing iggnorant::

Lt. Varek
CO: There is phaser fire in Engineering, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::holds hypo to Pangs neck:: 

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::injects::

LtJG. Quchant
::gets out of TL:: walks along to SB....just holding control

Ens. Pang
::wonders what she is being given::

Lt. Lenor
::takes cover and continues to fire::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::watches Pang closely::

Capt. Brinn
::considers again:: Peters: All right.  Brief me on the container.

Cmdr. Richter III
::dreams of death, death of another... why::

Lt. Varek
::activates computer failsafes that prevent Federation phasers from operating aboard the Seleya::

Cmdr. Richter III
::cries out loud in sleep:: NNNOOOOOO

Ens. Pang
::breathes deeply ... feels marginally better::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: how do you feel now?

Lt. Peters
Captain:  Quchant has done furether scans of the container

LtJG. Quchant
::walks in Sickbay::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks....alright::

Lt. Varek
<security> :: hit by random shot in the arm, falls to the floor unconscious::

Ens. Pang
Praxton:: What is that you gave me?  

Lt. Lenor
::ntoices phaser won't work now:: damn.... ::runs for door::

Lt. Peters
Captain:  It appears to have contained an unusal substance

Capt. Brinn
::whispers to Varek::  Keep a close eye on Peters; if he gets violent, I trust you have a working Vulcan nerve pinch.

CPO Andrews
::::watches Richter Thrashing in his sleep :::

LtJG. Quchant
::staggers...:: Doc: help....

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  Of what type?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
ALL: The cure if effective, I want everyone to get a dose immediately.

Lt. Varek
<security2> ::gives chase to Lenor, diving to tackle her::

Lt. Peters
CO:  undetermined.  We would have to bring it onboard for further analysis.

Ens. Pang
Praxton::  Funny ... whatever it was it worked ... I feel fine!!

LtJG. Quchant
::faints onto SB floor::

Lt. Varek
::wonders if there is such a thing as a non-working Vulcan nerve pinch that he should be aware of::

CPO Andrews
Doc : OK but hadn't you best get him first ?

Lt. Lenor
::punches Security2 right in the face.... rolls and gets up::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Andrews: ::hands him a bunch of hypo's:: start out here and I will get the senior staff

CPO Andrews
::::bares arm :::

Lt. Varek
<security2> OUCH

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  We will not be bringing it aboard until we understand the current situation, and regain control.

Lt. Lenor
::runs down hallway::

LtJG. Quchant
::unconcious on SB floor::

CPO Andrews
:::injects self :::

Ens. Pang
Praxton:: can I assist Sir?

Lt. Peters
::Feels anger towards the captain::CO: We have to bring it onboard.

CPO Andrews
::::Injects Richter :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: yes, start out on deck 5

Cmdr. Richter III
::dreams subside::

Lt. Varek
<security2> *bridge*: Lt. LEnor has fired upon us and is escaping into the halls of deck 7

Ens. Pang
::takes hypos, and phaser set to stun ... and exits SB::

Capt. Brinn
::sits in captain's chair:: Peters:  Very well.  Report to Sickbay immediately.  

LtJG. Quchant
::still unconcious on SB floor::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::hands more hypos to security present::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Arrange security escort for Mr. peters.

Ens. Pang
::takes TL to Deck 5::

Lt. Varek
::stands forward towards Peters::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::trips over Quchant::

Lt. Peters
CO:  Why?  I am fine.  We must bring it aboard now.

CPO Andrews
:::injects Quachant :::

Lt. Lenor
::gets into TL.... computer battle bridge::

Cmdr. Richter III
::opens eyes:: Where am I ?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::injects him::

LtJG. Quchant
::starts snoring::

Lt. Peters
::Pulls out phaser from somewhere and points it at Varek::

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  That was not a request.  That was an order, and I'm not in the habit of allowing my orders to be questioned.

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks around and recognises the SB::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
ALL in Sickbay: you know where to go and inject everyone that is acting out of the ordinary.

Ens. Pang
::meets a Security guard ....:: You need a hypo ... CMO's orders ...

Lt. Varek
CO: May I recommend we do transport the container aboard, sir. There is no other method for determining what it contains, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::heads out of sickbay::

Lt. Peters
::A mad grin appears on Peters face::

Capt. Brinn
::thinks it was good foresight on Varek's part to disable phasers::

Lt. Varek
Peters: That weapon will not be of any use, Lt

LtJG. Quchant
::snoring loudly on SB floor::

CPO Andrews
Doc: Right  :::heads out of door with a supply :::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks over to Praxton: Praxton: why am I restrained on the Bio-Bed?

Capt. Brinn
Varek: That may be.  We'll address it in a bit.

Ens. Pang
<Security Guard> ::bares arm for hypo::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  Do I look like a fool.  ::Pulls trigger::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
*Computer* location of the Captian?

Lt. Varek
Peters: Please do not force me to disable you

Lt. Peters
::Oh S&^$::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Right now, I want Peters to Sickbay.  

Lt. Lenor
::exits TL to Battle Bridge.... runs over to Brinn and starts to choke her::

Capt. Brinn
<battle bridge>

Lt. Varek
::steps closer and reaches out to apply the nerve pinch::

Lt. Peters
::Steps back quickly::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters TL:: TL: Battlebridge

Capt. Brinn
::struggles with Lenor:: 

CPO Andrews
:::Notes report of phaser fire on comm system ...heads for trouble :::

Ens. Pang
Security Guard:  Help me find and treat all personnel on this deck ::hands the guard more hyposprays::

Lt. Peters
::Takes a running jump at Varek::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::exits onto the BB::

Capt. Brinn
::delivers a crippling elbow to the ribs that breaks Lenor's grip::

LtJG. Quchant
::continues to snore VERY loudly on SB floor::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::runs down and sees CO and Lenor fighting::

Lt. Varek
::using his superior Vulcan refflexes and strength he grabs Peters and applies the nerve pinch::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::grabs hypo::

Cmdr. Richter III
Will soemone please switch off the restraints on this bio-bed

Lt. Peters
Varek:  I'll kill yo........

Capt. Brinn
::moves quickly, twisting Lenor's arm behind her back and forcing her to the ground::

Lt. Lenor
ARRRGGGGHHH I will get you Brinn  ::runs at Brinn again::

Lt. Peters
::Falls unconcious to the floor::

Capt. Brinn
Praxton: Look out

Lt. Varek
::subdues Peters for the time being, he turns to see the Captain in her battle::

Lt. Lenor
::is forced to the floor::

Capt. Brinn
::dodges Lenors rush::
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Ens. Pang
::treats each crew person as met ...the Security Guard with her helping to restrain one or two::

Lt. Varek
::runs to tactical::

LtJG. Quchant
::starts to awaken::

Lt. Varek
::raising shields::

LtJG. Quchant
::looks up at Richter in restraint::

Ens. Pang
::runs out of hypos:: 

Capt. Brinn
::pins the struggling Lenor down::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
::{hailing} the USS Seleya::

Lt. Peters
::Moans on the floor, evil dreams occupy Peters mind::

Cmdr. Richter III
Med Crew: switches off restraints to Richter and heals breaks to bones::

Cmdr. Richter III
::gets up::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Respond to the hail.

Lt. Varek
CO: shall I return their hail, Captain?

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::turns to look at V'Ral::

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Brinn: You will not be able to keep here forever.... ::grins::

Lt. Peters
::Dreams of how fortunate Quchant was to get ordered to sickbay::

Ens. Pang
*Bridge*  Varek Sir:  Orders?

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: what are they doing over there ?

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  you'll have to deal with them.  

Lt. Varek
::responds to hail:: COM: this is the USS Seleya, what is your business here?

Cmdr. Richter III
::is updated on the situation and injections given::

LtJG. Quchant
::gets up and looks at Richter:: XO: Sir?

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: how do you feel?

Capt. Brinn
::pulls Lenor's arm a little tighter to control her::

V'ral
T'Slana ...I tlooks like they have caught the disease : (

Ens. Pang
::decides to return to SB to get more hyposprays::

Lt. Varek
*pang*: Are you still in sickbay?

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sleepy sir

Capt. Brinn
::listens to Varek's conversation::

Lt. Varek
*security*: all stations. 

Ens. Pang
*Varek** No Sir ... Praxton found a cure ...

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: okay, thats fit enough, we have to get control here

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@COM USS Seleya: What are you doing in this area. This is a restricted area. leave immediately

Ens. Pang
**Varek** have you orders, I am fine now

Lt. Varek
*pang*: then get her and that cure up to the battle bridge immediately

Lt. Lenor
::struggles and tries to get free::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Yes sir...what is first on the list

Capt. Brinn
::hears that a cure has been found, wonders why no one has gotten here to deal with Lenor::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Power up weapons and standy

Ens. Pang
**Aye Sir** :: rushes back to SB as fast as she can ...

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: the syrum the Doctor was injectiong, can you make it become part of the ventilation system, to treat the whole ship?

V'ral
@T'Slana : If they have the disease be careful you know how that affects everyone 

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Yes sir....

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: then get to it

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Bring shields up, red alert, no agressive action.

LtJG. Quchant
::goes over to a med console and starts to taps the keys::

Ens. Pang
::sees Praxton:: Praxton ... I have orders for you to get to the battle bridge now with the cure ... I will accompany you!

Cmdr. Richter III
::hopes this will work::

Lt. Lenor
::kicks feet hoping to get Brinn::

Lt. Varek
COM Romulans: This area is not in Romulan space

Lt. Varek
::red alert:: {alert}

LtJG. Quchant
::puts serum into ventalation system::

Ens. Pang
::grabs lots of hypos and waits for CMO::

Capt. Brinn
::pins struggling Lenor down::

Cmdr. Richter III
::makes way to Battle Bridge::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: This would be a good time to take advantage then eh ? ::laughs::

Lt. Peters
::Dreams a pleasant dream where Varek is run through with a multi-frequency wrench::

Capt. Brinn
::thinks sitting her pinning Lenor down is somewhat undignified for a captain::

Lt. Varek
COM Romulan: What purpose has brought you into this "restricted" area as you call it?

Cmdr. Richter III
::enters TL {deck}, Battle bridge

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters BB and grabs hypos::

Ens. Pang
::runs to TL - heading for BB::

Lt. Lenor
::continues to struggle::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Pang: you get Lenor

Ens. Pang
{deck}

LtJG. Quchant
{#}XO: Sir...it is in ventalation system

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@COM Seleya: Did I say this was Romulan space ?Ah, forgive me..... I just said leave immediately.....

V'ral
@T'Slana : It might be a mistake you are like a mad T'kok  when that has you and they have more firepower !!

Ens. Pang
::enters BB ... and approaches Lt Lenor - carefully::

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant : thanks, now come to the BB

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::runs down and grabs the CO, injects her::

Lt. Varek
COM: perhaps you would be interested in what we have found orbiting this planet ::playing a bluff::

Cmdr. Richter III
::enters BB::

Ens. Pang
::holds hypo to Lenor's arm ... being careful not to touch the captain::

Lt. Lenor
::bites Pang::

Lt. Peters
::Still laying on the battle bridge floor::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Firepower is useless when you are crazy my dear friend ::grins::

LtJG. Quchant
::walks out of corridor to nearest TL::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Feeling better I see ::still struggling with Lenor::

Ens. Pang
Lenor : OUCH!

LtJG. Quchant
::gets in::...BB {deck}

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@COM Seleya: Do I look like I want to know what space debris you pick up ?

Cmdr. Richter III
::sees CO, smiles:: CO:reporting for duty

Capt. Brinn
::stands and straightens uniform::

V'ral
@T'Slana yes but they are normally a peaceful people ...we may give them a new focus to their rage 

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Richter:: Good.  

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at CO:: Captain: are you alright?

LtJG. Quchant
::gets out of TL onto BB::

Lt. Lenor
:;lays there on floor not wanting to move::

Capt. Brinn
::moves to stand just behind Varek::

Ens. Pang
::glares at Lenor ... then remembers she kicked Richter::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir..reporting for duty sir

Cmdr. Richter III
:sees Quchant and nods::

Lt. Peters
::Even unconcious gets in Quchant's way as he approaches the ops console::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Trust me V'ral.....I know what I am doing

Lt. Varek
COM Romulan: When the debris is of Romulan origin and the contents are shall we say of questionable purpose I should think you would be interested

Ens. Pang
Varek:  Ready for duty Sir ...

LtJG. Quchant
::accidently kicks Peters in the shin as he passes::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: I have had Quchant inject the syrum into the ventilation system, the whole ship should be 'clean' soon

V'ral
@T'Slana betterwe withdraw andf pick up the pieces ...goood tactics my friend <LOL>

Lt. Varek
Pang: man the tactical station, ensign. 

Ens. Pang
Varek: Aye Sir ::goes to TAC console::

Capt. Brinn
::in a whisper:: Varek:  Off screen for a moment.  Handle it diplomatically.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Quiet ! I am the captain here. Don't make me look a fool !

Capt. Brinn
::moves out of view of viewscreen.

Lt. Varek
::looks ot CO cautiously and turns off visual::

Ens. Pang
::checks the display ...::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::forgot to give herself the cure::

Ens. Pang
::worries about the Rommie ship::

Capt. Brinn
Doctor:  The crew is now under control?

LtJG. Quchant
::running diags of the shields::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@COM Seleya: If it is Romulan then maybe you should return it to us

Cmdr. Richter III
::sees Peters on the floor and goes over to him::

Cmdr. Richter III
::sits Peters up::

Lt. Varek
COM Romulan: Our business here will be completed shortly and we will be more than happy to be on our way

V'ral
@T'slana : very well my will is on file 

Lt. Peters
::tries to open eyes, bright light hurts them::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  What is your reading on the Romulan captain?  Spoiling for a fight?

Ens. Pang
::checks weapons::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
CO: yes, they appear to be, but they will have one hell of an hangover in the morning, Captain.

Lt. Lenor
::gets up off of floor..... wonders what just happened.... no time to think about it.... staggers over to Science console::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: He looks drunk Sir

Lt. Peters
XO:  What's going on.

Cmdr. Richter III
Peters: I'll tell you later, are you okay?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...I have detected transporter activity from the surface to the romulan ship

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Close communication now, but maintain alert status.

Lt. Peters
XO:  A bit whoosie but I'll live.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Turn off that damn view screen ! ::to self:: So they want to play hard do they ?.......::grins::

Capt. Brinn
::looks around disorganized bridge::

Lt. Varek
::quietly:: CO: I would say that they are certainly being aggressive in tone, but their actions are not so aggressive. They could have attacked from their cloaked postion surprising us

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::stands over to the side, watching everyone::

Cmdr. Richter III
Peters: then man the Eng. console until we are out of this mess

V'ral
@ ::::Turns off view screen :::

Ens. Pang
::wonders if the Doctor has had the hypo::

Lt. Varek
::closes channel to Romulans::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Is the rest of the equipment back on board from the surface ?

Capt. Brinn
Doctor: In your view, are all crew fit for duty?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...the Romulans are definatly beaming stuff up from the surface

Lt. Peters
XO:  Yes sir.  ::Stands and sees the Romulan ship::  Now where did that come from?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods to the CO: Captain: Yes, sir

Cmdr. Richter III
::sits beside the CO::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  What kind of items?

Lt. Varek
::steps to tactical and oversees the scans of the Romulan vessel::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: This may just be a cargo ship but we have some pretty good weaponry on board.....and with them in that state....::laughs::

Lt. Peters
::Takes position at eng. console::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:;nods to the XO::

Capt. Brinn
::considers:: In order to beam, they would have to drop their shields.  

V'ral
@T"Slana do i look incompetent ? :::mumbles as you are ? :::

Ens. Pang
::worries about Varek looking over her shoulder::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Tech equipment...supplies...etc

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at CO:: I think we had better get out of here

Lt. Lenor
::holds onto the console to help steady herself::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: You make a lousy carpet

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Raise shields to maximum and prepare for fire

Lt. Peters
CO:  Their aft shields are down

Capt. Brinn
::paces:: Suggestions?  They can have their tech supplies, but I want that container.

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Funny.

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Peters::

Lt. Varek
CO: there is a possibility that if they have been to the surface that they are affected as well, sir

Cmdr. Richter III
::scans console: CO:they are raising their shields

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: raise shields please

V'ral
@:::Readies weaponry ::::

Ens. Pang
::gets ready for anything::

LtJG. Quchant
::raising shields::

Lt. Varek
CO: They may need the serum we have created

Ens. Pang
Varek:  I think they are preparing to fire ...

Lt. Peters
CO:  We could extend our shields around the container.

Cmdr. Richter III
{alert} red alert everyone

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Indeed.  However, a question begs to be answered.  Suppose it does not affect them?

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Fire !

V'ral
@:::Raises shields to Maximum:::

Lt. Lenor
::takes a deep breath.... wonders what she should be doing... mind is still foggy::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::listens::

Capt. Brinn
Peters: Yes.  

V'ral
@::::Fires a full spead :::

Ens. Pang
::checks state of Romulan ships weapons display::

Lt. Varek
CO: We should make one last attempt to contact them, sir

Ens. Pang
XO:: Sir ... firing at us!

Cmdr. Richter III
:sees inbound fire from Romulans::

LtJG. Quchant
::rocks from side to side in seat::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::looks at V'ral:: Fire again.....aim for their warp coils !

Lt. Peters
CO:  We will need to reroute some power to allow for the extended shields.

Cmdr. Richter III
Pang: return fire

Capt. Brinn
Richter:  Have the shields extended around the container.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks down to Lenor seeing that she is still shakey:: Lenor: it will pass

Capt. Brinn
::rocks with impact::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO:aye sir

Ens. Pang
::checks shields:  

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Use the replicator and holodeck power

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::sits in command chair chuckling::

Ens. Pang
{phaser}

Lt. Peters
::Holds onto console::

Cmdr. Richter III
::rocks:: Peters:extend those shields around the container

Capt. Brinn
::holds onto arm rests as the situation tenses::

Ens. Pang
Fires: phasers ...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::falls::

Lt. Peters
Qhuchant:  Excellent.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets up::

Lt. Lenor
Doc: I sure hope so.... feel like I am drunk

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
BOTH SHIPS MAINTAIN STEADY FIRE

Lt. Varek
CO: It would be easier to position the Seleya between the canister and the Romulan vessel, sir

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Peters and then Pang::

Lt. Peters
::Extends shields around the container::

V'ral
@Tslana: they are extending their sheilds good : ) it may weaken them : )

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Can't we do something about beaming the gas onto their ship?

Ens. Pang
::sees phaser fire pass close to Rommie ship::

Capt. Brinn
::still considers why she and Varek were not affected::

Cmdr. Richter III
Pang: give the Romulans as much as you can::

V'ral
@:::Fires Photon Torpedoes :::

Ens. Pang
XO: continue firing sir?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::considering the same thing::

Capt. Brinn
Richter: We have the container?

Lt. Varek
Quchant: then we would need to lower our shields, inadvisable

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: What did I say ? Trust me...you see. That is why I am Captain and YOU are not ::grins::

Ens. Pang
{torpedo}

Ens. Pang
{torpedo}

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: I thought we can only beam solid objects

Ens. Pang
::keeps firing .... ::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::thinks she should go back to sickbay, but hesitates::

LtJG. Quchant
Varek: With some neat manuvers we can do that and stay out of the way.....

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
THE ROMULAN CARGO SHIP IS HIT AND THE WHOLE ROMULAN CREW ARE THROWN ABOUT

Ens. Pang
::sees a torpedo hit the Rommie ... near the rear::

Cmdr. Richter III
Varek: status on container location?

V'ral
@:::under breath and it is not that the chair of the council is you Uncle ??:::

Ens. Pang
{torpedo}

Lt. Lenor
::decides with all this firing going on it is best for her to sit down on the floor.... feeling what they call 'seasick'::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: We could beam over the gas in a container and then beam just the container back

Capt. Brinn
::listens, considering::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::flies out of command chair::

Lt. Peters
::Sees the bright flash as the Romulan ship is hit....YES::

Ens. Pang
::keeps firing ...::

Cmdr. Richter III
Quchant: stand by

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: Fire dammit ! What happened ?

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir..

Capt. Brinn
Richter:  Your thoughts?

Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, They are in a cargo vessel and pose little real threat to the Seleya. Their attack shows little of the discipline that is in accordance with Romulan military training

V'ral
@:::fires Torpedoes :::{Torpedo} {Torpedo}

Ens. Pang
XO:  I believe the Romulan is crippled ...

Capt. Brinn
Tactical:  Keep up firing.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::stands in the back of the rooms watching, facinated::

Ens. Pang
{phaser}

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: Quchant has an excellent idea, but I'm not sure we can beam it aboard their ship whilst they have shields raised

Ens. Pang
{phaser}{torpedo}

Lt. Peters
CO:  Now the container is in our shields we can beam it to a quarantined bay.

Capt. Brinn
::tilts head:: Cmdr: Then let's implement Quchant's suggestion and get our tail out of here.

Ens. Pang
{torpedo} lots of them

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::rushes over to console in front of dead Romulan FCO pushing him aside::

Lt. Varek
::wonders why the Captain would insist on continuin to fire at a nearly crippled enemy::

Cmdr. Richter III
::thinks:: Pang: Target their main shield generator

LtJG. Quchant
XO: sir...why don't we target the shielld generators

Lt. Lenor
::feeling passes so she tries to get back up and stand again..... ::

V'ral
@T'Slana : What do you think now retreat ??

Ens. Pang
XO: keep firing Sir? I believe they cannot harm us now?

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Varek:: Break off attack.

Ens. Pang
{torpedo}

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: V'RAL !!!! I am reading massive system failure here ! Get us out NOW !!

Lt. Varek
PAng: cease firing::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Bring the Romulans on screen.

Lt. Peters
CO:  Now we have the container within our shields we can beam it to a quarantined area.

Ens. Pang
::sees her last torpedo hit again: Varek: Aye Sir

Lt. Varek
CO: can we tractor their vessel?

V'ral
:::Cloaks and turns tail and dodges and runs :::

Capt. Brinn
::stands and faces the viewscreen::

Lt. Varek
::brings the Romulan vessel on screen::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Let's see what they have to say.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
THE ROMULAN SHIPS STARTS TO LEAVE BUT HALTS AND LOSES MOMENTUM

Lt. Varek
::hailing:: CO: hailing them now, sir

Capt. Brinn
::waits::

Ens. Pang
Varek: they are trying to cloak ...

Cmdr. Richter III
::stands up with Captain::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@V'ral: V'RAL !! We have lost engines !

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Can you scan their ship?

Lt. Peters
CO:  Radiation from the cloack is effecting their containment fields.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@:: sets auto-destruct sequence::

Lt. Lenor
CO: I will try...

V'ral
@T'Slana : I hope your Uncle will be Pleased you son of a Dog !!

Lt. Varek
CO: They may try to cloak, we should lock a tractor beam on them or risk the chance of losing them, sir

Lt. Lenor
::scanns ship::

Ens. Pang
::hopes not too many will die as a result of Pang firing::

Capt. Brinn
Varek: Make it so.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
ON ROMULAN SHIP: Auto -destruct in one minute.....

Lt. Lenor
CO: they are having system failures Sir

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...their autodestruct has been activated....

Lt. Varek
::tractors the romulan vessel::

V'ral
@:::Knifes T'slana::::

Cmdr. Richter III
Peters: stautus on shields

Ens. Pang
Varek: no! they will audodestruct and damage us!

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Auto destruct; release the tractor beam. 

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::brings hand to mouth:: they can't do that.

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::falls to floor:: V'ral: You.....err.......fool !

Lt. Varek
CO: REquest permission to beam aboard the Romulan vessel with the vaccine

Cmdr. Richter III
::turns to Peters, worried the destruction of Rom ship may harm Seleya::

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
@::dies::

Lt. Peters
XO:  There holding at 75%

Lt. Varek
::releases the tractor beam::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  No.  Raise them, and get their commander on the screen.

Ens. Pang
::sighs with relief::

V'ral
@T'slana : You are the fool who cauesd this !!

Lt. Varek
CO: there may yet be a chance to stop this madness

Lt. Peters
CO:  Suggest we get out of here.  We may not survive their destruction.

Cmdr. Richter III
Peters: Good, that should be enough

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  We will offer to beam the cure aboard.

Cmdr. Richter III
::turns to CO::

Lt. Varek
::hails the Romulans again::COM romulan: Romulan vessel, this is the Seleya

T'Slana (Romulan Captain)
THE ROMULAN SHIP EXPLODES IN A BRIGHT BURST OF LIGHT BOMBARDING THE SELEYAS SHIELDS WITH DEBRIS

Ens. Pang
::checks shields again::

Capt. Brinn
All: I will not risk the crew...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::holds one::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: if they explode the Seleya will not be harmed, shields at 75%

LtJG. Quchant
::rocks as ships is hit::

Capt. Brinn
::pauses in midsentence as the ship explodes::

Lt. Lenor
::falls to floor::

Ens. Pang
::falls from console chair::

Lt. Varek
ALL: NO!!!!!!!! ::pounding the tactical station::

Capt. Brinn
::grasps chair::

Lt. Peters
CO:  Shields failing down to 50%.

LtJG. Quchant
::hangs onto console::

Cmdr. Richter III
::rocks on feet::

Cmdr. Richter III
::haesr Peters::

LtJG. Quchant
::looks at Pang on floor::

Lt. Varek
::head slumps down::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at viewscreen, thinks sadly what a waste of life::

Ens. Pang
::grabs console and tries to get up::

Lt. Peters
::Flies accross the bridge toward Quchant::

LtJG. Quchant
::ducks::

Capt. Brinn
::looks sad::  All: There is one unfinished piece of business.

Ens. Pang
Varek: Sir ... we could not avoid that ...

LtJG. Quchant
::sees peters fly past::

Cmdr. Richter III
::slumps in XO chair, scans console::

Lt. Peters
::Nearly hits the viewscreen.  Wow what an explosion::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::gets up and checks BB crew for injuries::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Praxton and Lenor:: Will the cure work for the Virans?

Lt. Peters
::Dusts himself down::

Lt. Varek
Pang: There is always a way, ensign.... always another way ::his voice shaking::

Ens. Pang
Varek: Are you all right Sir?

CPO Andrews
:::returns to sickbay to help with casualties :::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: power down to 50%, casualty reports coming in

Capt. Brinn
::steels her face to hide emotions::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Captain: Yes, I believe so

LtJG. Quchant
::runs diagnostics on ship power systems::

Ens. Pang
::thinks that Varek is showing a lot of emotion for a Vulcan::

Lt. Peters
::Walks back past Quchant rubs his shins::

CPO Andrews
:::Starts helping with Triage :::

Lt. Lenor
CO: it should work on them.... ::still unsure::

Lt. Varek
::listens to the voice of Ensign Pang without really hearing her words. Shakes his head and recovers his composure and emotionless expression::

Capt. Brinn
Doctor:  Excellent.  How quickly can a sufficient quantity of the cure be prepared in a probe to be sent to the planet?

Ens. Pang
Varek:  Sir ...it was too late to help them ...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Captain: in about 30 minutes.

Cmdr. Richter III
::holds ribs, thinks they still ache::

Ens. Pang
Varek: I really believe that Sir ...

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  I need a probe prepared to disperse the cure into the planet's atmosphere.

Lt. Varek
:: Looks at Pang, nodding::  Pang: You did nothing wrong, ensign. You have performed adequately 

Ens. Pang
Varek: Aye Sir, thankyou ..

Lt. Varek
CO: Aye sir ::no remaining trace of the feelings that existed moments before::

Capt. Brinn
All:  What happened with the Romulan ship was....regrettable.  If only they had answered our hail.  

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at feet::

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at CO:: CO: We still have the business of the death of Lamar

Lt. Varek
::works to prepare probe::

LtJG. Quchant
::finds himself hoping that Lenor is ok now::

Capt. Brinn
::studies the doctor::

CPO Andrews
:::Stacks injured in halls outside of sickbay :::

Ens. Pang
::checks the weaponry ... calls up replacements::

Capt. Brinn
Doctor:  What is wrong?

Lt. Lenor
::realizes she is still on the floor::

Capt. Brinn
::nods at XO:: Yes; we will have to deal with that.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Captain: if you will exuse me I'll make preprations for the cure to be fitted to the probs

Ens. Pang
::thinks the duty log will be very hard to record::

LtJG. Quchant
::holds out hand to Lenor to help her up::

Lt. Peters
XO:  Was there eveidence of ceremonial burial.  We should send the body back.

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at CO and nods, realises that he may be in trouble::

Capt. Brinn
Doctor:  Make it so.  Dismissed.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods and leaves the BB::

Lt. Lenor
::stand up and sees Quchant looking at her::

Lt. Varek
CO: It would be regrettable, but consistent with regulations to place Cmdr. Richter under arrest until an investigation and formal proceedings can clear up what happened in the Observation Lounge,sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::heads down to sickbay::

LtJG. Quchant
::smiles at Lenor::

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr:  Peter's is right.  The Viran's body should be beamed to the planet, in an area where it will be found.

Cmdr. Richter III
::looks at Peters:: Peters: Thank you, I'll make those arrangemenst

Ens. Pang
::worries about the Virans ... it must be terrible down there::

Lt. Peters
::Smiles at the XO::

Cmdr. Richter III
CO: may I tend to that, I feel I should speak with the re;latives

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  An investigation will ensue.  It will, however, wait until we are back in clear space.

Lt. Lenor
::tries to smile back at Quchant..... looks back at console::

Lt. Varek
CO: The body must first be examined as evidence, sir

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Andrews: Please see to it that the cure is delivered to Security and it is fitted properly into the probe

CPO Andrews
Doc : Surely right away Doc 

Ens. Pang
::brings TAC console back to normal operational state::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods::

Capt. Brinn
::sighs:: Varek: Then see to it.  Record the evidence.

LtJG. Quchant
::starts to compile list of damage to ship due to the rommie explosion::

CPO Andrews
::::leaves with vials of the "Cure " :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks back to office, slumps into chair, sighs::

Lt. Varek
::coldly devoid of any feelings in the matter of life and death:: CO: Aye sir

Lt. Peters
Varek:  Evidence of what?  We should not interefere we don't know their beleifs

Cmdr. Richter III
::gets up, looks around the BB and goes to quarters::

Capt. Brinn
Cmdr:  No, I will not allow anyone to accompany the body.

Ens. Pang
::tries not to grieve for those killed::

Rich
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